Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) with double-peaked [O III] lines are suspected to be sub-kpc or kpc-scale binary AGNs. However, pure gas kinematics can produce the same double-peaked line profile in spatially integrated spectra. Here we combine integral-field spectroscopy and high-resolution imaging of 42 doublepeaked [O III] AGNs from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to investigate the constituents of the population. We find two binary AGNs where the line-splitting is driven by the orbital motion of the merging nuclei. Such objects account for only ∼2% of the double-peaked AGNs. Almost all (∼98%) of the double-peaked AGNs were selected because of gas kinematics; and half of those show spatially resolved narrow-line regions that extend 4−20 kpc from the nuclei. Serendipitously, we find two spectrally unresolved binary AGNs where gas kinematics produced the double-peaked [O III] lines. The relatively frequent serendipitous discoveries indicate that only ∼1% of binary AGNs would appear double-peaked in Sloan spectra and 2.2 +2.5 −0.8 % of all Sloan AGNs are binary AGNs. Therefore, the double-peaked sample does not offer much advantage over any other AGN samples in finding binary AGNs. The binary AGN fraction implies an elevated AGN duty cycle (8 +8 −3 %), suggesting galaxy interactions enhance nuclear accretion. We illustrate that integral-field spectroscopy is crucial for identifying binary AGNs: several objects previously classified as "binary AGNs" with long-slit spectra are most likely single AGNs with extended narrow-line regions. The formation of extended narrow-line regions driven by radiation pressure is also discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION The ubiquity of binary supermassive black holes (SMBHs) is expected because of two commonly accepted facts (Begelman et al. 1980) : that galaxies frequently merge (Toomre & Toomre 1972) and that SMBHs occupy the centers of the majority of massive galaxies (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Richstone et al. 1998 ). If mergers trigger or enhance nuclear accretion as predicted by simulations (Barnes & Hernquist 1996) , a significant fraction of mergers should appear as binary active galactic nuclei (AGNs).
Over the last three decades, binary AGNs have been found with separations ranging from parsec to tens of kiloparsec (kpc) scales. Thanks to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), we now have a large sample of binary quasars with separations of tens of kpcs; and they account for ∼0.1% of the QSO population at z > 1 (Djorgovski et al. 1987; Djorgovski 1991; Kochanek et al. 1999; Hennawi et al. 2006; Myers et al. 2007 Myers et al. , 2008 Green et al. 2010 ) and ∼3.6% of SDSS spectroscopically selected AGNs between 0.02 < z < 0.16 ). On kpc-scales, we have six convincing examples, LBQS 0103-2753 (Junkkarinen et al. 2001; Shields et al. 2011) , NGC 6240 (Komossa et al. 2003) , 3C 294 (Stockton et al. 2004 ), Mrk 463 (Bianchi et al. 2008) , Mrk 739 (Koss et al. 2011) , and SDSS J150243.1+111557 (Fu et al. 2011b ). On parsec-scales, there is only one convincing example, the radio galaxy 0402+379, for which only the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) can resolve the 7-parsecseparation binary (Rodriguez et al. 2006) .
Serendipitously discovered binary AGNs are of course interesting objects to study, but in order to understand the effect of galaxy interactions on nuclear activities, it is crucial to estimate the frequency of binary AGNs as a function of physical separation. Systematic searches for parsec-scale binary AGNs have focused on objects with two distinct sets of AGN emission lines, either as double-peaked broad emission lines (Gaskell 1983 (Gaskell , 1996 Boroson & Lauer 2009) or as narrow lines offset from the broad lines (Komossa et al. 2008; Eracleous et al. 2011; Tsalmantza et al. 2011) . However, double-peaked broad lines are not necessarily binary AGNs-they could be equally well explained as a Keplerian accretion disk (Chen et al. 1989; Eracleous et al. 1997; Eracleous & Halpern 2003) . And the narrow-line offset systems could be gravitational wave recoiled black holes (Komossa et al. 2008) . Unfortunately, it is difficult to confirm or refute these binary AGN candidates, because of the extremely high spatial resolution needed to resolve the components and/or the long time span needed to monitor the systematic velocity changes due to orbital motion.
The same technique has been used to find binary AGNs with separations larger than the scale of the broad-line regions but within ∼10 kpcs. Several systematic searches have compiled AGNs with double-peaked [O III] λ5007 emission lines (dpAGNs hereafter) from the DEEP2 survey (Gerke et al. 2007; Comerford et al. 2009 ) and the SDSS (Xu & Komossa 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010b; Smith et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011) . If double-peaked [O III] emission is indicative of a binary AGN, such emission most likely represents objects with transverse separations of ∼100 parsecs to ∼10 kpcs (e.g., Wang et al. 2009 ). However, doublepeaked emission lines may also arise from mechanisms other than orbital motion, such as gas kinematics in the narrowline regions (e.g., Gelderman & Whittle 1994; Fu & Stockton 2009b; Fischer et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2011a) , or jet-cloud interactions (e.g., Stockton et al. 2007; Rosario et al. 2010) .
Unlike parsec-scale binaries, it is relatively easy to confirm or refute the kpc-scale binary AGN candidates with existing facilities. Shen et al. (2011a) have recently carried out an imaging and long-slit spectroscopic study of 31 SDSS dpAGNs (mostly at declinations of < 22
• ). They identified five binary AGNs, with each resolved galaxy component associated with AGN-photoionized narrow emission lines (i.e., type-2−type-2 pairs). However, their study was limited by the natural seeing and the spatial coverage of the long-slit. To move forward, we decided to carry out a high-resolution imaging and integral-field spectroscopic survey of dpAGNs.
Ground-based imaging aided by adaptive optics enables efficient high-spatial-resolution imaging surveys. In Fu et al. (2011a) , we published images of 50 SDSS dpAGNs from the Keck laser guide star adaptive optics system (LGSAO; Wizinowich et al. 2006) . With a spatial resolution of ∼0.1 ′′ , we found ∼30% of dpAGNs at z < 0.6 show discernible companions. Using the same instrument, Rosario et al. (2011) found a similar result with a smaller sample. These results showed that at least 70% of the dpAGNs are either single AGNs or binary type-2 AGNs with coalesced host galaxies. It is worth noting that even a merging galaxy associated with a dpAGN could be ascribed to single AGNs-the doublepeaked AGN emission lines could arise from a single active component which is merging with a non-active galaxy.
We have extended our LGSAO imaging to a sample doubling the size of that surveyed by Fu et al. (2011a) . In addition, we have obtained integral-field spectroscopy of 42 dpAGNs, including most of the merging systems identified with LGSAO imaging. In this paper, we analyze the combined data set to identify kpc-scale binary AGNs and to study the statistics of dpAGN types. We describe our observations in Section 2. In Section 3, we classify the AGNs based on both stellar morphology from high-resolution imaging and ionized gas morphology and kinematics from integral-field spectroscopy. In Section 4 we compare the classifications based on previous long-slit spectroscopy and our integral-field spectroscopy. We show that several objects classified in the literature as "binary" are, most likely, single AGNs with extended narrow-line regions. We conclude by discussing the binary AGN fraction, the efficiency of the double-peaked selection technique, and the formation of extended narrow-line regions (Section 5).
Throughout we adopt a ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7 and h ≡ H 0 /100 km s −1 Mpc −1 = 0.7, consistent with the maximum likelihood estimates from WMAP (Dunkley et al. 2009 ).
OBSERVATIONS
The dpAGNs presented here were selected from the SDSS DR7 spectroscopic data set by several groups (Wang et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010b; Smith et al. 2010 ). There are a total of 340 dpAGNs between 0.008 < z < 0.686, or ∼1% of the entire SDSS AGN sample. Their [O III] λ5007 lines show double-peaked profiles with velocity splitting ranging from 151 to 1314 km s −1 . Initially, it was suspected that most of these double-peaked line profiles could originate from the orbital motions of binary AGNs blended within the 3 ′′ -diameter apertures of SDSS fibers (e.g., Wang et al. 2009 ). Nonetheless, to test whether these are binary AGNs, the SDSS data are insufficient because of their limited spatial resolution. To better understand this population of AGNs, we obtained highresolution (∼0.1 ′′ ) adaptive-optics imaging and integral-field spectroscopy for a representative sample of dpAGNs.
High Resolution Imaging
Six of the dpAGNs have ACS/WFPC2 images in the HST archive (SDSS J0807+3900, SDSS J0941+3944, SDSS J1129+5756, SDSS J1301-0058, SDSS J1526+4140 9 and SDSS J2310-0900). For the rest, we attempted high resolution near-infrared (NIR) imaging with the Keck II laser guide-star adaptive-optics system (LGSAO; Wizinowich et al. 2006) . LGSAO observations require a bright (R 18) star within ∼60
′′ of the target for tip-tilt corrections. Therefore, we selected 45 type-1 (broad-line) AGNs and 107 type-2 (narrow-line) AGNs that have nearby tip-tilt stars. We further included 23 type-1 AGNs without nearby tip-tilt stars but brighter than R = 18 so that the AGN itself could serve as the beacon for tip-tilt corrections. Our final LGSAO target sample contained 173 AGNs over the redshift range 0.023 < z < 0.686.
We obtained H-band (1.473-1.803 µm; OSIRIS/Hbb filter) images for three sources (SDSS J0400-0652, SDSS J0952+2552, and SDSS J1240+3534) with the OSIRIS imager (Larkin et al. 2006 ) at 0.02 ′′ pixel −1 on 2010 March 6 and 7 (UT), and K ′ -band (or K p , 1.948-2.299 µm) images for 97 sources on 2010 June 3 and 4 (UT) and 2011 January 5 and 6 (UT) with NIRC2 at 0.04 ′′ pixel −1 . For each target, we took at least three 1-minute exposures, dithered within boxes of 4 ′′ to 7 ′′ width. For the brightest targets, we used shorter exposure times and a number of co-adds to avoid saturation. The final exposure times and the CFHT/DIMM seeing data are listed in Tables A1 & A2 in the Appendix. Half of our imaging data were presented in Fu et al. (2011a) and we followed the same data reduction procedure here. The astrometry of these images are tied to that of the SDSS using the centroid position of the targets and assuming the pre-determined instrument plate scale.
In summary, we have high-resolution images (FWHM [Full Width Half Maximum] ∼ 0.1 ′′ ) for a total of 106 dpAGNs -37 type-1 and 63 type-2 AGNs were imaged by the Keck II LGSAO in the NIR, and 6 type-2 AGNs were imaged by the HST in the optical. Inspecting the images, we found that 31 (29 Integral-field spectroscopy allows us to spatially resolve emission lines-thus comparing emission-line morphologies with continuum morphologies-and to derive the kinematics of the emission lines. Based on this information, we can study the constituents of dpAGNs, as it is known that several mechanisms can produce the same double-peaked line profiles (e.g., Rosario et al. 2010; Fu et al. 2011a; Shen et al. 2011a ). The sample that we compiled for integral-field spectroscopy is biased in favor of sources with existing high-resolution imaging data and sources that displayed close companions within 3 ′′ . We obtained seeing-limited optical integral-field spectroscopy for 39 sources and LGSAO-aided integral-field spectroscopy for 3 additional sources. The combined spectroscopic sample includes 26 apparent mergers that show close companions within 3 ′′ , 11 isolated sources, and 5 sources with only seeinglimited images (Table 1) . We assume that the 5 sources without high-resolution images are single galaxies. (Kn3) field of view and a spectral resolution R ≃ 3800. Three or four onsource exposures of 600 seconds were taken with a 600-second sky frame in between. An A1V star, HIP 49198, was observed for telluric absorption correction and flux calibration.
We reduced the data using the OSIRIS data reduction pipeline (version 2.3; Krabbe et al. 2004) . In summary, the pipeline subtracts darks and biases from the raw images, removes crosstalk signals, identifies glitches, cleans cosmicrays, extracts and wavelength-calibrates spectra from individual lenslets, assembles the datacubes, corrects for differential atmospheric refraction, subtracts sky using an implementation of the scaled sky subtraction algorithm (Davies 2007) , removes telluric absorption, and co-adds the individual exposures to form the final datacube. The spatial resolution of the final datacubes is ∼0.12 ′′ .
Seeing-Limited Integral-Field Spectroscopy
We obtained seeing-limited integral-field spectra using the Supernova Integral-Field Spectrograph (SNIFS; Aldering et al. 2002; Lantz et al. 2004 ) on the University of Hawaii 2.2-meter telescope (Mauna Kea) in a fully remote observing mode. SNIFS is a pure-lenslet integral-field spectrograph similar to TIGER (Bacon et al. 1995) . It has a fully filled 6.45 ′′ ×6.45 ′′ field of view sampled by a 15×15 grid of 0.43 ′′ ×0.43 ′′ spatial elements. The dual-channel spectrograph covers wavelengths from 3200 to 10000 Å simultaneously with a spectral resolution of FWHM = 6.1 and 8.2 Å for the blue (3200−6000 Å; R ∼ 700) and red (5000−10000 Å; R ∼ 1000) spectrographs, respectively. The instrument position angles (PAs) are fixed on the sky -2.6 ± 0.8
• for the blue and 5.0 ± 1.2
• for the red. We measured the spectral resolution from arc lamp exposures taken with each science exposure and they agree well with the measurements from the night sky lines in the final reduced datacubes.
Our The raw data were first passed through the SNIFS data reduction pipeline (Aldering et al. 2006) . After subtraction of biases and a diffuse-light component, the pipeline extracted the spectra from the CCD and reassembled them into (x, y, λ)-datacubes, which were subsequently wavelength calibrated, flat-fielded, and cosmic-ray cleaned. Then, we used our custom IDL scripts to subtract the sky using regions free of object light, to rectify the field to PA = 0, to correct for differential atmospheric refraction as computed by the SLA_REFRO routine in the SLALIB library 11 (version 2.5-4), and to join the blue and red channel datacubes. For flux calibration, we used the SDSS spectra. We used standard star observations exposed on the same nights as the data frames to remove telluric absorption features. Finally, Galactic extinction was removed using the dust map of Schlegel et al. (1998) and the standard reddening curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) with R V = 3.1. Considering only spectra with [O III] λ5007 peak-to-noise ratio greater than 2.0 as valid, we reached a surface brightness depth of 1.4 ± 1.0 × 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 (Table 1 Column 6). The depth varies with exposure time, observed wavelength, and atmosphere conditions. But for all of the sources, our datacubes are sensitive enough to detect both [O III] components seen in the SDSS spectra with at least five spatial elements, assuming the surface brightness profile of the components follows a Gaussian distribution with FWHM less than 2 ′′ . We also confirm that SNIFS detects both [O III] components by comparing the [O III] line profiles extracted from the datacubes with those from SDSS smoothed to SNIFS resolution.
We spatially register the datacubes with the high-resolution images by measuring the centroid position of the target from emission-line-free continuum images stacked from the datacubes. When there are multiple components, we use the centroid of the brightest component. For unresolved sources, the centroid accuracy is approximately equal to FWHM/SNR (signal-noise-ratio). The stacked continuum images from the SNIFS datacube have rather high SNR, so the centroids can be pinned down better than 0.05" given the typical resolution of FWHM = 1.0", despite that the pixel size is 0.4". The centroids from the Keck and HST images can be measured more accurately than the SNIFS images.
The instrument PA and plate scale previously determined by the SNIFS instrument team are verified by comparing the observed differential atmospheric refraction from standard stars with that predicted by SLA_REFRO using the observed atmosphere conditions. For objects where SNIFS spectrally resolves the kinematic components, we overlay the emission-line fluxes from the blueshifted and redshifted components as blue and red contours on the broad-band image. Contours in third and fourth columns are from the broad-band images in the second column, which have been spatially aligned with the datacubes. The emission line that we measured are labeled in the fourth column. In all of the images, N is up and E is to the left; major tickmarks are spaced in 1 ′′ . Note that the maps of SDSS J1240+3534 are from OSIRIS.
gas kinematics in extended narrow-line regions (ENLRs), and (3) unresolved nuclear gas kinematics (e.g., aligned outflows or disk rotation on small scales). We classified the 42 IFSobserved dpAGNs into these three broad categories by examining the continuum and emission-line morphologies and the kinematics of the ionized gas. We emphasize that we obtained 0.1 ′′ resolution images ( § 2.1) for 37 of the 42 IFS-observed sources.
We derived maps of emission-line fluxes and kinematics by fitting Gaussians at each spatial element of the datacube. These maps are shown in Figures 1, 4 , & 5 along with the bestavailable broad-band images. If SNIFS spectrally resolves the double-peaked emission lines, we fit two Gaussians with relative velocities fixed to that determined from the Sloan spectra. In the kinematic maps, we show only the brighter component at each position; but in the line flux maps, we use the total flux. For the OSIRIS data, we fit only single Gaussians because OSIRIS spatially resolved the kinematic components. Table 2 summarizes the basic properties of the sample, grouped by our best-effort classification. The reality is, however, much more complicated than this single-parameter classification because of the following facts:
(1) Each object may contain more than two emission-line components. For example, in SDSS J1440+6156 the two major kinematic components originate from an unresolved nuclear region, but we clearly detected [O III] emission extending ∼2
′′ to the north of the nucleus. Our first-order classification is based on the main mechanism that produced the double-peaked [O III] line in the Sloan spectra, but we note the second-order mechanisms in Column 11 of Table 2. (2) SNIFS data have lower spatial resolution than that of the AO/HST images. The seeing-limited SNIFS data cannot spatially resolve structures on scales smaller than ∼1.2 ′′ . But seven of our SNIFS-observed sources show multiple components within 1.2 ′′ . Except for SDSS J0952+2552, which is a clear binary AGN (Fig. 1) , they are all difficult to classify. For example, in SDSS J1108+0659 the merging galaxies seen in the high-resolution images are completely enshrouded by the ENLR. Although it is clear that the ENLR produces the double-peaked line profile, it remains ambiguous whether both of the merging galaxies host AGNs or a single AGN is powering the ENLR. Decomposing the velocity components helps the classification, because the flux centroids of each decomposed component can be localized much more accurately than the seeing disk (to ∼ FWHM/SNR). But it is impossible to rule out the existence of emission-line regions that spatially coincide with the nuclei. Classifications are thus ambiguous for these six compact mergers. On the other hand, spectral decomposition can only be done for sources where SNIFS resolves the line profiles, which leads us to our third caveat...
(3) ... SNIFS data have lower spectral resolution than that of the SDSS spectra, so it can only spectrally resolve the double-peaked emission-lines when the velocity splitting is sufficiently large and/or the components are sufficiently narrow.
Bearing these caveats in mind, in the following subsections we describe the three classes of dpAGNs in detail.
Binary AGNs
The line ratios of the narrow-line components in the binary AGNs indicate AGN photoionization. Our measurements are shown as circles with 1σ error bars. For SDSS J0952+2552, SDSS J1151+4711, and SDSS J1502+1115, we only show line ratios of the secondaries ("s") because their primaries ("p") are broad-line AGNs. The background image shows the density distribution of the SDSS emission-line galaxies in log scale. Objects above the solid curve are dominated by AGNs (LINERs are concentrated in the lower denser branch and Seyferts in the upper branch; Kewley et al. 2006) , below the dashed curve are star-forming galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003) , and AGN/star-forming composite galaxies are in between. The arrow shows a reddening vector for a V -band extinction of 5 magnitudes.
We found four binary AGNs; these are merging galaxy pairs where the stellar nuclei spatially coincide with distinctive [O III] emission-line components (Figure 1 ). However, there are only two systems, SDSS J0952+2552 and SDSS 1502+1115, whose double-peaked [O III] lines are produced by the relative velocities of the merging galaxies. SDSS J0952+2552 was also identified as a binary AGN by OSIRIS . The other two are serendipitous binaries, where "serendipity" means that the binaries cannot be resolved in velocity space with a spatially integrated spectrum. SDSS 1240+3534 is double-peaked because of a high-velocity nebula that is spatially offset from the nuclei. The projected separation of the nuclei is only 500 pc. In SDSS 1151+4711, the spectrally resolved emission-line components are spatially unresolved. Hence, we grouped the last two systems under "Extended Narrow-Line Region (ENLR)" and "Unresolved" in Table 2 . We note that the emission lines from the NW companion of SDSS 1151+4711 are not scattered light from the primary because they are much narrower.
The primaries 12 of three of the four systems are broadline AGNs (SDSS J0952+2552, SDSS J1151+4711, and SDSS J1502+1115). To test whether their companions are also AGNs, we extracted spectra at the companion locations with 0.85 ′′ apertures from the SNIFS datacubes. In all three cases, only narrow lines are seen, and their [O III]/Hβ and [N II]/Hα ratios place them securely in the Seyfert regime on the classic "BPT" (Baldwin et al. 1981) line-ratio diagnostic diagram (Fig. 2) . Therefore, these are type-1−type-2 binaries.
For the narrow-line AGN SDSS J1240+3534, the Paα line 12 We define the primaries as the brighter nucleus in the broad-band images.
FIG. 3.-Decomposing the emission lines of SDSS J1240+3534. The SDSS spectrum are black data points with error bars. The best-fit components from the three-Gaussian models are in grey, and the sum of the components are in black. The broad and narrow blueshifted components are from the primary and secondary nucleus, respectively, and the redshifted component is from the nebula 0. ′′ 6 NNE of the nuclei (Fig. 1) . The best-fit two-Gaussian models are the red curves. The reduced χ 2 values are labeled for the threeGaussian model and two-Gaussian model in black and red, respectively. is spatially resolved into three major components by OSIRIS (two associated with the nuclei, one offset to the NNE). The velocity map implies that the emission-line components at the two stellar nuclei have very similar line-of-sight velocities. To place them on the BPT diagram, we decompose each of the emission lines by fitting three Gaussians simultaneously with MPFIT (Markwardt 2009 ). We set their initial velocities at those determined from the OSIRIS datacube but allow them to vary during the fit. Figure 3 shows the result. The three-Gaussian models provide better fits to the SDSS line profiles than two-Gaussian models, with the χ 2 values reduced by 10%, 30% and 80% for Hβ, [O III] λ5007 and the [N II]−Hα complex, respectively. The 1σ errors of the parameters were computed from the covariance matrix by MPFIT. The decomposed line ratios of the two nuclear components are consistent with AGN photoionization (Fig. 2) , indicating that SDSS J1240+3534 is a type-2−type-2 binary.
It should be emphasized that the proof that the gas is photoionized by an AGN does not imply that there is an AGN at the location of the nebula. Because of the proximity between the nuclei in all of these systems, it remains ambiguous whether there is one or two ionizing sources (i.e., AGNs) in each system without high-resolution X-ray or radio images. Recently, the binary nature of SDSS J1502+1115 was confirmed by high-resolution radio continuum images from the Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA) (Fu et al. 2011b ).
Extended Narrow-Line Regions
Our IFS data spatially resolved the emission-line nebulae in half (21/42) of the dpAGNs. We refer to such less luminous nebulosity on kpc scales as ENLRs and reserve the term Extended Emission-Line Region (EELR) for luminous nebulae on tens of kpc scales (Stockton & MacKenty 1987; Fu & Stockton 2009a SDSS J1240+3534 was observed by OSIRIS, so the datacube has much better spatial resolution. Although SDSS J1240+3534 is a binary AGN ( § 3.1), we include it here-in the ENLR category-because the ENLR produced the redshifted emission line and SNIFS would have resolved the two major spectral components (∆θ ∼ 0.6 ′′ ) through spectral decomposition.
Six of the 21 ENLR sources have a secondary classification of "ambiguous". These sources show resolved stellar components within 1.2 ′′ , and the seeing-limited spatially extended [O III] emission envelops the stellar components. Therefore, we classified them as "ambiguous" because they could still be binary AGNs (Caveat #2 at the beginning of the section).
Unresolved Narrow-Line Regions: Aligned or Young
Outflows? Finally we consider the category of unresolved narrow-line regions. For the 19 sources in this last category, the centroids of the two major spectral components of each source spatially overlap (Fig. 5) . It is possible that these sources can be spatially resolved by AO-aided integral-field spectroscopy with OSIRIS. But it is clear that a fraction of dpAGNs will remain unresolved even at 0.1 ′′ resolution, as seen in the example of SDSS J1050+0839. OSIRIS did, in fact, spatially resolve the gas kinematics in the nuclear NLR of SDSS J0808+4813. For consistency, we include SDSS J0808+4813 in the unresolved category because the spectral components are separated by less than ∼0.2 ′′ , so it would not have been resolved by SNIFS. Although the velocity gradient appears along the major axis of the host galaxy, SDSS J0808+4813 is unlikely a nuclear disk: because the K-band luminosity indicates a total stellar mass of ∼ 2 × 10 10 M ⊙ , the virial mass within the central 200 pc (V 2 R/G = 1.8 × 10 9 (V /200 km s −1 ) 2 (R/200 pc) M ⊙ ) seems too large to be gravitationally confined. We believe most of these spatially unresolved dpAGNs are aligned or young outflows. Among the 11 merging galaxies in this category, SDSS J1151+4711 is a binary AGN ( § 3.1), SDSS J0924+0510 is ambiguous (∆θ = 0.4 ′′ ), SDSS J1239+5314 has an ENLR, and the rest appear to be single AGNs. Of course, we cannot exclude faint [O III] emission from the companions below our SNIFS sensitivity limit (≃ 1.4 ± 1.0 × 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2 arcsec −2 ; § 2.2.2) or AGNs without optical signatures.
INTEGRAL-FIELD VS. LONG-SLIT SPECTROSCOPY
Six of the 42 IFS-observed sources overlap with the longslit sample of Liu et al. (2010a) and Shen et al. (2011a) . The overlapped sample includes 4 binary AGNs, 1 resolved NLR (similar to our "ENLR" class), and 1 ambiguous source (similar to our "unresolved" class) according to their classification. These sources are noted in Table 2 and are all in our ENLR category (Fig. 4) . Our classifications differ from theirs for the same sources because of the complete spatial coverage of the IFS data. This result highlights the importance of integralfield spectroscopy in classifying dpAGNs. In the following, we discuss the overlapping sources in details.
We agree on the classification of SDSS J0400−0652 as an ENLR source. Shen et al. (2011a) showed two long-slit spectra at PA = 95
• and 173
• ; and only the spectrum at PA = 95
• shows the ENLR, in agreement with the gas morphology we see in the SNIFS datacube (Fig. 4) . We classified SDSS J1108+0659 as an ambiguous ENLR source because the two nuclei, separated by 0.7 ′′ , are swamped by the much larger (∼4 ′′ ) ENLR. Liu et al. (2010a) measure only a 0.9 ′′ separation between the [O III] components in their long-slit spectrum because the slit is aligned with the nuclei, and therefore, it missed the bulk of the emission from the ENLR.
Our IFS data suggest that the other three of the four supposed binary AGNs in their sample are likely ENLRs powered by single AGNs (SDSS J1146+5110, SDSS J1332+0606, and SDSS J1356+1026), although additional data are required to test both scenarios. For SDSS J1146+5110, the NE nucleus shows strong Hα emission but non-detectable [O III] emission, so the gas is likely photoionized, at least partly, by star formation. The 2D spectrum of Liu et al. (2010a) emission are offset from the southern nuclei by a few kpcs and the emission seen at the locations of these nuclei are likely due to seeing smearing. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that the observed offset is due to blending between a weak nuclear NLR and a strong offset emission-line nebula, like in the case of SDSS J2333+0049 (Fig. 4) . Future deep IFS data with higher spatial resolution can test this scenario. Shen et al. (2011a) did not spatially resolve the ENLR of SDSS J2333+0049 because their long-slit PA of 117
• is almost perpendicular to the elongated orientation of the ENLR. Fig. 1 for SDSS J1151+4711. For each source, we show the [O III] λ5007 velocity profile from the SDSS, the best-available broad-band image, and the emission line flux map from the IFS datacube. N is up and E is left in all images. Like in Fig. 1 , for objects where SNIFS spectrally resolves the kinematic components, we overlay the emission-line fluxes from the blueshifted and redshifted components as blue and red contours in the broad-band images. Note that the Kp image of SDSS J1652+3107 does not show the companion clearly; see the contours in the associated line flux map for the position of the faint companion. The IFS data of SDSS J0808+4813 and SDSS J1050+0839 are from OSIRIS, so they are shown in last two rows. For SDSS J0808+4813, we also show the Paα kinematic maps because it is resolved at 0.1 ′′ resolution.
Statistics of Double-Peaked AGN Types
The majority of dpAGNs are due either to ENLRs or to small-scale gas kinematics. ENLRs account for half (21/42) of our IFS-observed dpAGNs in both merging (13/26) and isolated sources (8/16). We thus expect ENLRs around 50% of dpAGNs. Unresolved gas kinematics account for 45% (19/42) of the IFS-observed dpAGNs, which splits into 42% (11/26) and 50% (8/16) in merging and isolated AGNs, respectively. Taking into account the bias of the IFS sample, we expect 48% of dpAGNs are due to unresolved nuclear gas kinematics.
We found four promising binary AGNs. Only two of these have a double-peaked line profile attributable to the relative velocity difference of the merging nuclei; for the other two the double-peaked profile is a result of gas kinematics. Binary AGNs thus account for 15% (4/26) of the merging dpAGNs (that we have resolved). There are seven ambiguous cases for which we cannot rule out the binary AGN scenario, because of the limited spatial resolution of the SNIFS datacubes (Table 2 ). If we assume that all of the ambiguous cases are binaries, then we get an upper limit of 42% (11/26) for the binary AGN fraction in merging dpAGNs.
From our high-resolution imaging survey we found that only 29% (31/106) of dpAGNs are mergers; and for the purpose of this discussion, let us assume that AGNs with a single stellar nucleus cannot be kpc-scale binary AGNs. Therefore, we conclude that the binary AGN fraction in dpAGNs is 4.5−12%
13 . If we include the ambiguous cases, our result agrees with that of Shen et al. (2011a) (∼10%), although we have identified a different set of binary AGNs (see § 4). In the next subsection, we discuss the binary AGN fraction in all SDSS AGNs.
Binary AGN Fraction and Completeness of
Double-Peaked Selection From a Monte Carlo simulation assuming identical intrinsic relative velocities (500 km s −1 ) and line widths (250 km s −1 ) for all systems, Shen et al. (2011a) estimated that roughly 20% of kpc-scale binary AGNs would have been selected as a double-peaked AGN from SDSS fiber spectra. In the following, we attempt to constrain the total binary fraction of all SDSS AGNs ( f Bin ) and the completeness of the doublepeaked selection to kpc-scale binaries (c dp ) using the four promising binary AGNs we have identified in a sample of 26 merging dpAGNs. Because ∼1% of AGNs are double-peaked ( f dp ; Wang et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010b; Smith et al. 2010 ) and 29 +5 −4 % of dpAGNs are resolved mergers in our 0.1 ′′ -resolution images, the fraction of AGNs that are binaries where orbital motion has produced the line-splitting is 0.022 +0.025 −0.008 % (2/26×29%×1%; errors have been propagated); and it should be the product of the total binary fraction and the doublepeaked selection completeness:
Similarly, the fraction of serendipitous binaries among AGNs where other mechanisms produced line splitting is 0.022 +0.025 −0.008 % (2/24×24/26×29%×1%). Assuming that binary AGN do not tend to drive physical mechanisms (such as outflows) that can produce double-peaked emission lines, the serendipitous binary fraction should be the product of the kinematic dpAGN 14 fraction in all AGNs, the total binary fraction, and the double-peaked selection incompleteness (1 − c dp ):
f seBin ≃ f dp f Bin (1 − c dp )
For simplicity, we have used the total dpAGN fraction ( f dp ) in place of non-binary dpAGN fraction, because 98% of the dpAGNs are due to mechanisms other than binary orbital motion ( § 5.1). Combining the above two equations, we obtain:
c dp = f dpBin / f Bin ≃ f dpBin /(100 f seBin ) = 1.0
Our nominal binary AGN fraction lies close to the upper limit of that of Shen et al. (2011a) (0.5−2.5%), but the double-peaked selection completeness is an order-ofmagnitude lower. This implies that the characteristic relative velocity of binary AGNs is lower than the 500 km s −1 assumed by Shen et al. (2011a) .
There is a non-negligible probability that SMBHs in a merging pair are accreting simultaneously by chance, appearing as a binary AGN. If interactions do not enhance nuclear accretion, we would expect 0.3% of AGNs are kpc-scale binaries. This "chance" binary fraction is simply the product of the average AGN duty cycle ( 1% for M BH 3 × 10 7 M ⊙ at z = 0.5; Shankar et al. 2009 ) and the ∼29% merger fraction of AGNs (assuming it is the same as that of the dpAGNs). We adopted the 1% duty cycle because the black hole masses of the type-1 dpAGNs are all greater than 3 × 10 7 M ⊙ with a 14 These are objects that are double-peaked because of gas kinematics instead of orbital motion. (Fig. 4) . The top axis shows the corresponding black hole accretion rates, calculated assuming L bol = 3500L [O III] (Heckman et al. 2004 ) and a radiative efficiency ǫ = 0.1. The dotted and dashed lines indicate the momentum injection rates from radiation pressure of the current AGN luminosity at optical depths τ = 1.0 and 0.1, respectively. mean value of 3 × 10 8 M ⊙ (Shen et al. 2011b ). The observed binary fraction ( f Bin ) is already five times higher than this "chance" binary fraction even at the lower bound of the 1σ confidence interval. This result provides evidence that galaxy interactions enhance AGN activities (i.e., increasing the AGN duty cycle from ∼1% to 8 +8 −3 %), although a larger sample of binary AGNs and a more sophisticated calculation incorporating AGN [O III] luminosity functions and merger rates (e.g., Yu et al. 2011 ) are needed to draw the final conclusion.
The Formation of Extended Narrow-Line Regions
Although inefficient for identifying binary AGNs, the double-peaked selection technique is efficient for identifying ENLRs around AGNs ( § 5.1): the SNIFS observations have accumulated 20 ENLRs at z < 0.6. Here we attempt to constrain the formation of such extended nebulae with the current data.
The mass of a fully ionized cloud is proportional to the luminosity of hydrogen recombination lines at a given electron density (n e ): (5) where V is the total volume occupied by the cloud, f is the filling factor, m p is the proton mass, α Hβ the case-B recombination coefficient of Hβ (3.03 × 10 −14 cm 3 s −1 ; Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) , and hν the energy of an Hβ photon (4.09 × 10 −12 erg). Adopting an average [O III] λ5007/Hβ ratio of 6 and n e = 1 cm −3 , the total masses in the ENLRs range from 8 × 10 7 to 2 × 10 10 M ⊙ . To avoid the "classical" NLR in the inner part, we integrated only the pixels at distances greater than 1 ′′ from the nuclei.
Further, we can estimate the total momentum (p kin = M H v) of the ionized gas with the velocity maps. Finally, the size of the ENLR ( § 5.4) divided by the maximum line-of-sight velocity gives a dynamical timescale (t = R NLR /v max ) between 8 and 70 Myrs, consistent with the typical AGN lifetime. Assuming the momentum has been accumulated throughout the dynamical timescale, we can estimate the rate of momentum injection (ṗ kin ≃ p kin /t), a diagnostic that can be compared with models.
It is possible that the radiation pressure from the AGN created the ENLRs, because the gas is believed to be dusty (Dopita et al. 2002; Groves et al. 2004 ). Our sample is a mixture of type-1 and type-2 AGNs, so we used the nuclear [O III] λ5007 luminosity to infer the AGN bolometric luminosity (L bol = 3500L [O III] ; Zakamska et al. 2003; Heckman et al. 2004 ). The rate of momentum injection from radiation pressure isṗ = τ L bol /c, where τ is the effective optical depth and c is the speed of light. Figure 6 compares the measured rate of momentum injection with the expected rate of injection from radiation pressure at the current AGN luminosity. It shows that radiation pressure is sufficient to drive the outflow if the ENLR is moderately optically thick to the AGN radiation.
The uncertainties in this analysis are dominated by the lack of knowledge on the mass-weighted electron density. We have adopted a density of 1 cm −3 because of the success of the two-phase photoionization model in fitting the emission lines of quasar EELRs (Stockton et al. 2002; emission. Because the momentum is inversely proportional to the density, the data points in Fig. 6 easily can be offset by one dex along the vertical direction, compromising the conclusion. Detailed photoionization modeling on deeper spectra is needed to better constrain the formation of the ENLRs.
5.4.
Size−Luminosity Relation of Narrow-Line Regions AGN photoionized gas extending over kpc-scales has been detected around QSOs (Stockton & MacKenty 1987) and Seyfert galaxies (Unger et al. 1987; Mulchaey et al. 1996) for over three decades. Inspired by the size-luminosity relation of AGN broad-line regions (e.g., Wandel et al. 1999) , several more recent studies have suggested a similar correlation for the NLRs (e.g., Bennert et al. 2002; Schmitt et al. 2003; Greene et al. 2011) . Because of the importance of this relation to our understanding of the NLR, we re-examine this relation with the SNIFS data. Integral-field spectroscopy is well-suited for this kind of study because it combines the advantages of previous long-slit spectroscopy (better surfacebrightness sensitivity) and HST narrow-band imaging (more complete spatial coverage).
We determined the NLR radius as the longest distance from the nucleus to any lenslet with valid [O III] λ5007 detections, i.e., emission-line peak-to-noise ratios greater than 2.0. Figure 7 plots the NLR radius as a function of [O III] luminosity integrated over the entire SNIFS field of view. We measured the sizes of both ENLRs and unresolved NLRs. For the latter, the measurements are considered as upper limits.
We compare the best-fit relations from previous studies and our data. Because we reached a similar depth as the long-slit study of Greene et al. (2011) , which is an order-ofmagnitude deeper than those from HST narrow-band imaging −0.8 % in all SDSS AGNs at z < 0.6. The binary AGN fraction implies an AGN duty cycle (8 +8 −3 %) much higher than the average AGN duty cycle ( 1%), suggesting galaxy interactions enhance nuclear accretion.
3. About 29% of the dpAGNs appear to be mergers at 0.1 ′′ -resolution. But multiple black holes are simultaneously accreting only in 15−42% of these mergers. The upper limit included the seven ambiguous cases. Therefore, only 4−12% of double-peaked SDSS AGNs could be binary AGNs.
4. The total mass of the ionized gas in the 20 extended narrow-line regions in the SNIFS sample range from 8 × 10 7 to 2 × 10 10 M ⊙ , assuming an electron density of 1 cm −3 . We show that the radiation pressure from the AGN could have expelled enough gas to 10 kpc scales over the AGN lifetime and therefore created the extended narrow-line regions.
5. We measure a size-luminosity relation for the NLRs consistent with that of Greene et al. (2011) from ground-based long-slit spectra. There is at least 0.3 dex dispersion around the best-fit power-law.
Although this work was first motivated by the belief that the double-peaked AGN sample offers the best candidates to search for kpc-scale binary AGNs, we and others (Shen et al. 2011a; Rosario et al. 2011) have shown that this selection is primarily identifying AGNs with secondary peaks due to ionized gas kinematics. Furthermore, through this study we have realized that the double-peaked sample offers very little advantage over more general AGN samples in terms of searching for binary AGNs, because the binary fraction in all AGNs (∼2.4%) is only slightly lower than that in dpAGNs (∼4%). Finally, we caution that because the binary AGNs that we found are either type-1−type-2 or type-2−type-2 pairs, we can not completely rule out the single AGN scenario: that the gas in one of the nuclei is photoionized by the AGN in the neighboring galaxy. The ultimate test awaits future high-resolution X-ray images from Chandra and/or radio images from the EVLA.
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